PLEASE READ!

• Have a seat with your Sketchbook and a pencil.
• Be thinking about what SUPERHERO/VILLIAN you wanna draw!!
Pablo Picasso, Cubism, and Creating a Cubist Superhero
Picasso is known as an **abstract** artist.

- He lived from the early 1900’s to the 1960’s.

- Picasso is also credited with creating “cubism.”
Picasso had 3 Artistic Periods

Blue Period

Rose Period

Cubism
The Blue Period
The Rose Period
What is Cubism?

- **Cubism** is an art movement that rejects the idea of using reality to create realistic (actual) items.

- **Cubism** relies on geometry and straight lines. An item can be viewed from all sides.
How Do You Identify Cubism?

- Abstract
- Broken Mirror Effect
- Rearranged
- Geometric
- More than one view
- Simplified shapes
Broken Mirror Effect?

The Guitar Player

Portrait of Willhem Unde
Rearranged?
Geometric?
More Than One View?
Simplified Shapes?
Abstract?
Let’s Create An Abstract Superhero Portrait!!
How will YOU show the characteristics of **Cubism** when creating your Superhero Portrait?

- Abstract
- Broken Mirror Effect
- Rearranged
- Geometric
- More than one view
- Simplified shapes

Use 2 or more of these when creating your Superhero drawing!
Let’s look at Some Cubist Superheroes!

• All of the cubist superhero images used in this presentation are from this website
  http://www.wonderbros.com/art/artwork-so-awesome-it-will-melt-your-face-off/
Let’s do some BRAINSTORMING!!

In your sketchbook, list your 3 FAVORITE Superheroes.

1. Wolverine
2. Wonder Woman
3. Hawkgirl
• Abstract
• Broken Mirror Effect
• Rearranged
• Geometric
• More than one view
• Simplified shapes

Use 2 or more of these when creating your Superhero drawing!
I want all of these other Earths to go away.

On my world, I was the only superhero.

Every single duplicate Earth I've seen is a bad copy pretending to be the real place I grew up reading about.

My name is Clark Kent.

So I'm going to make my Earth the perfect Earth.